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Introduction 
 
To begin with … 
 
Giving Opinion 
 
To my way of  thinking, … 
From my experience, … 
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion … 

1
• Interpret the quote
• Dis/agree with the quote

2
• Support your opinion with arguments 

3
• Make a conclusion

  ⟹ Here some English sayings and proverbs about communication. What do the 
sayings imply? 

 
1. The more elaborate our means of communication, the less we 

communicate. 
Joseph Pristley 

2. Good communication is as stimulating as black coffee and just as hard 
to sleep after. 

Ann Morrow Lindberg 
3. I have often regretted my speech, never my silence. 

Anonymous 
4. First learn the meaning of what you say, then speak. 

    Epictetus 
5. All noise is waste. So cultivate quietness in your speech, in your thoughts, in your emotions. Speak 

habitually slow. Wait for attention and then your slow words will be charged with dynamite. 
E.Hubbard 

6. A good conversationalist is not one who remembers what was said, but one who says what someone 
wants to remember. 

J.M.Brown 
7. Men and women belong to different species and communication between them is still in its infancy. 

B.Cosby 
8. Honest disagreement is often a good sign of 

progress.         Ghandi 

 
   ⟹  Answer the following 

questions. 
 
1. Who do you communicate with every 

day? Do you communicate well with 
them? Why/Why not? 

2. What forms of spoken and written 
communication do you like using? Why? 

3. What problems can people have with the 
different forms of communication? 

4. How do you think those problems can be 
solved? 

5. When did you last have a communication 
problem? Who was it with? What 
happened? 

6. Who is the best communicator you 
know? Why? 

Lead-In: Let’s Talk  
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  ⟹ Complete the sentences on the right with the words in the box. 
      
 

What makes a good communicator? 
 
 
 

appearance 
charisma 
cultures 

digressions 
eye 

humor 
language 
listener 
nerves 

pace 
rambler 

vocabulary 

 
A good communicator is someone who: 
 
1. is a good …………………… and shows interest in other people; 
2. has an awareness of body ……………………; 
3. is not a ……………………  and doesn't get easily sidetracked; 
4. doesn't suffer from …………………… and is relaxed when meeting new 

people; 
5. is sensitive to people from other ……………………; 
6. has an extensive ……………………; 
7. has a good sense of ……………………; 
8. has an attractive ……………………  and is well dressed; 
9. maintains ……………………  contact with the listener(s); 
10. speaks at a reasonable ……………………  - not too fast and not too slow; 
11. has ……………………  and can hold the attention of the listener(s); 
12. keeps to the point and doesn't have a lot of long ……………………; 
 

 
 

  ⟹ Which of the points in ex.3 do you agree/disagree with? Is there anything else you 
would add? 
 

  ⟹ Which of these words apply to good communicators and which apply to bad 
communicators? Add 2 adjectives of your own to the list. 

 
articulate  
focused  
reserved  
coherent  
hesitant  

responsive  
eloquent  
inhibited  
sensitive  
extrovert  

rambling  
vague 
succinct  
fluent              
persuasive

   
 

 
  ⟹ Listen to seven people talking about what makes a good communicator. Match the 

person with the main point they make. 
 

They ... 
a) listen carefully.  
b) don't ramble.   
c) clarify difficult expressions 
d) don't digress too often. 
e) don't confuse listeners. 
f)  explain clearly. 
g) don't interrupt. 
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  ⟹ Ask and answer the following questions. 
 

1. How do you feel when someone interrupts you? 
2. What do you do when someone isn't paying attention to you? 
3. How do you deal with someone who is rambling? 
4. What techniques do you use to explain complicated things? 
5. Is it always bad to digress when talking? 

 
  ⟹ Match the idioms with their definitions, find Russian equivalents and make your 

own questions using these idioms and to ask your partner. 
 

 
1. be driving at sth 
2. (can't) get a word in edgeways 
3. be on the same wavelength 
4. have a quick word with 

someone 
5. get straight to the point 
6. think before you speak 
7. get one’s message across 
8. drop / give/ throw the hint 
9. get someone wrong 
10. actions speak louder than 

words 
11. hear it on the grapevine 
 

 
a) talk about the most important thing immediately 
b) share similar ideas 
c) hear about a rumor passed from one person to 

another 
d) (not) get a chance to say something 
e) communicate what you want to say 
f) talk briefly to someone 
g) to misunderstand someone 
h) say sth without getting straight to the point 
i) don't start talking until you have thought about what 

you want to say 
j) what you do is more important than what you say 
k) to imply, to mean sth 
 

 
  ⟹ In pairs, answer the following questions. 

 
1. Does it irritate you when people do not get straight to the point? 
2. When was the last time you felt you were really on the same wavelength as someone 

else? 
3. Who was the last person to ask to have a quick word with you? 
4. What have you heard on the grapevine recently? 
 

  ⟹ In groups, talk about current trends in communication. Think about: 
 

reading  
texting  
the Internet  
audiobooks  
telephoning  

writing letters  
writing emails  
using libraries for research 
e-books 
social networks 

 
  ⟹ Look at the front cover of a well-known academic book  

on the right. What is it about?  
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  ⟹ Listen to an introduction to a radio programme about Deborah Tannen and check 
your answer to ex. 11. Say what she is famous for. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  ⟹ Do you agree with the following statements? 
 

1. Women talk far more than men. 
2. Men talk about sport. Women talk about their feelings. 
3. Women and men communicate differently. 

 
 

  ⟹ Complete each sentence with one of the words or phrases given. 
 

1. politically correct  
2. national stereotype  
3. trait 
4. reserved    
5. image  

6. impact  
7. social  
8. breeds 
9. commitments   
10. credibility 

11. superior 
12. body language  
13. communicate   
14. arrogance 
15. assertiveness training

 
1. Whenever foreign visitors come into Mrs. Jones’s shop she can’t help judging then according to 

…………………………………..… . 
2. A successful businessman has learnt how to project a positive …………………………………..…. 
3. …………………………………..… can be a useful asset to people whose self-esteem is low or who are reluctant 

to speak up for themselves. 
4. Maxim is very quiet, very …………………………………..…. You never know what's going on in his mind. 
5. There was a …………………………………..… in his personality that encouraged people to trust him. 
6. Some very …………………………………..… parents won't let their children play with toy guns. 
7. …………………………………..… exclusion" seems to be the latest euphemism for poverty. 
8. He could …………………………………..… a feeling of intense excitement to his audience. 
9. One of the most powerful forms of nonverbal communication is …………………………………..…. 
10. Ignorance only …………………………………..… fear and contempt of the unknown. 
11. I can't get engaged with this job right now as I have other …………………………………..…. 
12. The new authority is losing …………………………………..… by its failure to act quickly. 
13. His …………………………………..… and unwillingness to learn from others prevent him from being an 

effective member of the team. 
14. Internet shopping has begun to have a serious …………………………………..… on the traditional bookshops. 
15. He loves making fun of women. It makes him feel …………………………………..… . 
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  ⟹ Complete the text using the words and phrases given. 
 

1. stereotype  
2. rapport 
3. verbal 
4. status  
5. approached 

6. silence 
7. contradictory 
8. negotiating 
9. the life of the 

party  

10. talkative  
11. gestured  
12. independence  
13. observation 

 
 was sitting in a suburban living room, speaking 
to a women's group that had invited men to join 
them for the occasion of my talk about 

communication between women and men. During the 
discussion, one man was particularly , 
full of lengthy comments and explanations. When I 
made the that women often complain 
that their husbands don't talk to them enough, this 
man volunteered that he heartily agreed.    

He toward his wife, who had sat 
silently beside him on the couch throughout the 
evening, and said, "She's the talker in our family."    

  Everyone in the room burst into laughter. The man 
looked puzzled and hurt. "It's true," he explained.  

"When I come home from work, I usually have 
nothing to say, but she never runs out. If it weren't for 
her, we'd spend the whole evening in " 
Another woman expressed a similar paradox about 
her husband: "When we go out, he's . If I 
happen to be in another room, I can always hear his 
voice above the others. But when we're home, he 
doesn't have that much to say. I do most of the 
talking."    

  Who talks more, women or men? According to the 
women talk too much.  

  … Yet study after study finds that it is men who talk 
more - at meetings, in mixed-group discussions, and 
in classrooms where girls or young women sit next to 
boys or young men. For example, communications 
researchers Barbara and Gene Eakins tape-recorded 
and studied seven university faculty meetings. They 
found that, with one exception, men spoke more often 
and, without exception, spoke for a longer time. … 

Who talks more, then, women or men? The 
seemingly evidence is reconciled by the 
difference between what I call public and private 
speaking. More men feel comfortable doing "public 
speaking," while more women feel comfortable doing 
"private" speaking. Another way of capturing these 
differences is by using the terms report-talk and 
rapport-talk. For most women, the language of 
conversation is primarily a language of rapport: a way 
of establishing connections and 
relationships. Emphasis is placed on displaying 
similarities and matching experiences. From 
childhood, girls criticize peers who try to stand out or 
appear better than others. People feel their closest 
connections at home, or in settings where they feel at 
home--with one or a few people they feel close to and 
comfortable with--in other words, during private 
speaking.  

But even the most public situations can be 
approached like private speaking. For most men, talk 
is primarily a means to preserve and 
negotiate and maintain in a 
hierarchical social order. This is done by exhibiting 
knowledge and skill, and by holding center stage 
through performance such as 
storytelling, joking, or imparting information. From 
childhood, men learn to use talking as a way to get 
and keep attention. So they are more comfortable 
speaking in larger groups made up of people they 
know less well--in the broadest sense, "public 
speaking." But even the most private situations can be 

like public speaking, more like giving a 
report than establishing .

 
  ⟹Decide whether the information in the statements is true √, false  or not given −. 

 
 1. Women feel happy that their husbands don’t talk much. 
 2. After work men are too tired to talk. 
 3. It is commonly believed than women talk too much. 
 4. Research proves that men talk for a longer time. 
 5. According to the author men and women pursue different goals while talking. 
 6. For most men talking is more of a competition. 
 7. Men prefer to talk in small audiences. 
 8. Women are less efficient at public speaking. 

 

I
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  ⟹ Get ready to retell the text from exercise 15. 

 
  ⟹ Study the vocabulary from exercises 3, 5, 8, 14, 15. 

 
  ⟹ Which of the words in exercise 5 have these meanings? Find Russian equivalents. 

 
concise = clear and easy to 

undrestand 
= 

reluctant to speak = good at influencing people = 

talking in a confused way = outgoing = 

able to express ideas well = eager to react and 
communicate 

= 

 
  ⟹ Complete the extract below from a talk by a communication expert with the verbs 

from the box. 
 

clarify confuse digress engage explain interrupt listen ramble 
 

'Good communicators really l i s t e n 1 to people and take in what is said. They maintain eye 
contact and have a relaxed body language, but they seldom 2 and stop people talking. If 
they don't understand and want to 3 something, they wait for a suitable opportunity. 

 
When speaking, effective communicators are good at giving information. They do not 

4 their listener. They make their points clearly. They will avoid technical terms, 
abbreviations or jargon. If they do need to use unfamiliar terminology, they 5 by giving 
an easy-to-understand example. Furthermore, although they may 6 in order to elaborate 
a point and give additional information and details where appropriate, they will not 

7and lose sight of their main message. Really effective communicators who have the  
ability to 8 with colleagues, employees, customers and suppliers are a valuable asset for 
any business.' 
 
 

  ⟹ Now listen to the talk and check your answers. 

  ⟹ Listen to the interview with Alastair Dryburgh, an expert  on communication.  
 

a. Does he think technology makes good communication easier? (the first listening) 
b. What four key points does he make about communication? (the second listening) 

 
  

Hometask 1 
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  ⟹ How do you understand the title Body Never ‘Sleeps’ ? 
 

  ⟹ Look at some facts given below. Did you know that? 
 

 of communication is : 
Body language: People use body 
language without thinking 
(unconsciously) to communicate or 
the message to another person. We 
are also constantly dropping clues 
about what is going on in our head, 
sometimes without even knowing. 
 
Tone of voice: Emotions are often 
given away not so much by what 
people are saying but how they say 
it. For example speaking loudly in 
short sentences can show 
aggression, speaking gently and 
giving smiles and encouragement 
can show caring. 

 
1. Do you find this information surprising? Why? 
2. How do you think: what makes up human body language?  

 
  ⟹ Now read the text and check your assumptions.  

 
When we communicate with other people it is not only 

our words that contain the meaning. An important part of 
that meaning comes from what is called 'non-verbal 
communication'. By this we mean facial expression; 
gestures with hands, arms, legs; the way we sit or stand; 
the way we touch other people; the distance we keep 
between ourselves and the people we are talking to; our 
dress and our appearance. All these say something to other 
people. 

Facial expressions and gestures are used by everyone 
often spontaneously , even unconsciously. Smiling, for 
example, is found in most cultures as a sign of happiness or 
pleasure. Gestures such as pointing, waving, shaking or 
nodding the head are also widely used, although the 
gestures themselves do not always mean the same in every 
culture. I once asked a Portuguese student why bank 
officials in Lisbon seemed so dour – sorry Lisbon bank 
clerks, but it's true – and he told me that if they smiled too 
much they would not seem serious about their work. 

Because many non-verbal messages are 'culture specific', 
they can cause a lot of misunderstanding between people 
from different backgrounds. Northern Europeans and 
Americans, for example, like to keep a certain 'personal 
space' between themselves and others and feel 

uncomfortable if people come too close to them. In these 
same cultures it is considered impolite to stare , but Greeks, 
it is said, feel ignored if people do not stare at them in 
public. Europeans usually change their facial expression to 
show happiness, anger, boredom, sadness. For this reason 
they call oriental people 'inscrutable' because they change 
facial expression much less. 

In styles of dress we also make important statements 
about ourselves. Dress codes vary greatly from one culture 
to another and it is easy to make mistakes about people's 
status if you don't know the cultural norm. In 
Mediterranean cultures bank officials and similar 
employees wear short-sleeved, open-neck shirts and no 
jackets. This casual dress would not be acceptable in 
northern Europe, where suits and ties are a sign of 
seriousness. Ambitious women in western cultures wear 
classic clothes in sober colours to indicate their dedication 
to career. 

One of the main differences between verbal and non-
verbal communication is that we are often not conscious of 
the expressions and gestures we use and so we are in 
danger of giving more information than we really want to, 
or even of giving a conflicting message with our body 
language to the one expressed in our words.

 
 

Theme One: Body Never “Sleeps” 

verbal
7%

tone of voice
38%body 

language
55%

Communication
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  ⟹ Complete the MindMap with the information from the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  ⟹ Listen to a body language expert talking about first impressions and check the 
aspects of a person's appearance that the expert mentions. 

 
 build  color  face  expression 
 height  clothes  eyes  gestures 
 character  posture  hair  voice 

 
  ⟹ Complete these notes about first impressions. Listen again to check if 

necessary. 

1. We often make up our minds about people on the basis of …………………….. 
2. There is a danger of …………………….. but first impressions are often …………………….. 
3. People use clothes to …………………….. 
4. The face is important but …………………….. 
5. One of the most important things in forming opinions is …………………….. 

 
Do you agree or disagree with the statements above? Why? / Why not? 
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  ⟹ Read the text and match one of the headings A-F to each of the five sections. 
 

 Eye contact  
 Forward lean  

 Smile  
 Stand close  

 Open posture  
 Touch

 
 

 A pleasant smile is a strong indication of a friendly 
and open attitude and a willingness to communicate. It is 
a positive, nonverbal signal sent with the hope that the 
other person will smile back. When you smile, you 
demonstrate that you have noticed the person in a 
positive manner. The other person considers it a 
compliment and will usually feel good. The result? The 
other person will usually smile back. 

Smiling does not mean that you have to put on a phony 
face or pretend that you are happy all of the time. But 
when you see someone you know, or would like to make 
contact with, do smile. By smiling, you are 
demonstrating an open attitude to conversation. 

 You might not realize that closed posture is the cause 
of many conversational problems. Typical closed 
posture is sitting with your arms and legs crossed and 
your hand covering your mouth or chin. This is often 
called the "Thinking pose." but just ask yourself this 
question: Are you going to interrupt someone who 
appears to be deep in thought? Not only does this 
posture give off "stay away" signals to others, but it also 
prevents your main "signal sender" (your mouth) from 
being seen by others looking for receptive 
conversational signals. Without these receptive signals, 
another person will most likely avoid you and look for 
someone who appears to be more available for contact 

To overcome this habitual way of standing or sitting, 
start by keeping your hands away from your mouth and 
keep your arms uncrossed. Crossed arms lend to 
indicate a defensive frame of mind, and thus one not 
particularly favorable to outside contact. They can also 
indicate impatience, displeasure, or judgment - any of 
which would discourage people from opening up. 

Open posture is most effective when you place yourself 
within communicating distance of the other person - 
that is, within about five feet [~1.5m]. Take care, 
however, not to violate someone's “personal space” by 
getting too close, too soon. 

 Leaning forward slightly while a person is talking to 
you indicates interest on your part, and shows you are 
listening to what the person is saying. This is usually 
taken as a compliment by the other person, and will 
encourage him to continue talking. 

Often people will lean back with their hands over their 
mouth, chin, or behind their head in the "thinking" pose. 
This posture gives off signals of judgment, skepticism, 
and boredom from the listener. Since most people do not 
feel comfortable when they think they are being judged, 
this leaning-back posture tends to inhibit the speaker 
from continuing. 

It's far better to lean forward slightly in a casual and 
natural way. By doing this, you are saying: “I hear what 
you're saying, and I'm interested - keep talking!" This 
usually lets the other person feel that what he is saying 
is interesting, and encourages him to continue speaking. 

 In many cultures the most acceptable form of first 
contact between two people who are just meeting is a 
warm handshake. This is true when meeting members of 
the same or opposite sex - and not just in business, but 
in social situations, too. In nearly every situation, a 
warm and firm handshake is a safe and positive way of 
showing an open and friendly altitude toward the people 
you meet 

Be the first to extend your hand in greeting. Couple this 
with a friendly ‘Hello', a nice smile, and your name, and 
you have made the first step to open the channels of 
communication between you and the other person. 

The strongest of the nonverbal gestures are sent 
through the eyes. Direct eye contact indicates that you 
are listening to the other person, and that you want to 
know about her. 

Eye contact should be natural and not forced or 
overdone. It is perfectly okay to have brief periods of eye 
contact while you observe other parts of the person's 
face - particularly the mouth. When the person smiles, 
be sure to smile back. But always make an effort to 
return your gaze to the person's eyes as she speaks. It is 
common to look up, down, and all around when 
speaking to others, and it's acceptable not to have eye 
contact at all times. 

Too much eye contact, especially if it is forced, can be 
counterproductive. If you stare at a person, or leer in a 
suspicious manner, the other person may feel 
uncomfortable and even suspicious about your 
intentions. A fixed stare can appear as aggressive 
behavior if it takes the form of a challenge as to who will 
look away first. 
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  ⟹ Read the text again more carefully and note down any practical suggestions 

on positive body language. 

  ⟹ Use the information in the text to complete the grid showing the messages 
which different postures send out. The first example has been done for you. 
 

Posture Message 
smile 'I am keen to communicate' 
arms/legs crossed  
open posture  
leaning forward  
leaning back  
warm handshake  
nod of the head/eye contact  

 
 

  ⟹ Collocate an adjective from list A with a noun from list B to produce as many 
phrases as possible. You can use the same noun with more than one adjective.  

 
strong  
friendly a. space 
open b. attitude 
positive c. situations 
nonverbal d. problems 
conversational e. signals 
receptive f. step 
defensive g. frame of mind 
personal h. contact 
social i. indication 
first  

 
 

  ⟹ In pairs, for each photo A-C discuss the questions. 
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The Human Animal 
 
Desmond Morris is widely known 
for his study of human behavior, 
customs and rituals and his 
writings on the area, such as The 
Naked Ape, Manwatching and 
Christmas Watching. Originally a 
zoologist, Morris decided to 
observe and classify human 
behavior in much the same way as 
he would observe animals – in his 
words ‘to do for actions what 
dictionary markers had done for 
words.’ In this programme in the 
series, Morris focuses on customs 
connected with greetings and on 
the meaning of different gestures. 

 

 
1. What kind of ritual can you see in each photo? 
2. Do you do anything similar in your country? 

 
 
 

  ⟹ : Discuss. 

1. How many different ways of shaking hands do you 
know? 

2. How do you express ‘You’re crazy’ with your hands? 
 

  ⟹ : Watch the DVD and complete the 
sentences with numbers. 
 
Morris talks about: 
 
1 …………. different handshakes 
2 …………. different ways to express ‘You’re crazy’ 
 

  ⟹ : Watch the DVD again and 
answer the questions. 
 

1. Why does Morris call himself a ‘man watcher’? 
2. How long did it take him to complete his 

classification of human body language? 
3. Why do Kurdish farmers in Turkey shake hands for 

so long? 
4. What does Morris say the purpose of handshaking 

is? 
5. What are the different ways of saying ‘You’re crazy’ 
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  ⟹ Look at the drawings and try to match the body language with the feelings. 
 

A saying something important   E feeling superior  
B feeling attracted   F being honest  
C feeling defensive   G lying  
D feeling nervous   H thinking hard  

 
  ⟹ Read  the text below 

and check your answers. 

Let your body do the talking 

One of the areas of our body which conveys 
most about how we feel is our hands and arms. 
Hand and arm gestures are sometimes deliberate, 
but most often they occur unconsciously and 
naturally. 

  Open hands Saying something important
and arms, especially extended, and with palms 
up in front of the body at chest height, indicate 
that what you're saying is important, and, 
especially when people are speaking in public, a 
pointing finger or a hand waving above the 
shoulders emphasizes an individual point 
However, research shows that people often find 
speakers who point their fingers a lot rather 
annoying. 

 When people want to Openness or honesty
be open or honest they will often hold one or 
both of their palms out to the other person. 
Footballers who have just committed a foul 
often use this gesture to try to convince the 

referee that they didn't do it 
  If a person puts his hand to his mouth, this either indicates that he is hiding something, or that he is Nervousness

nervous. Fidgeting with your hands, for example tapping the table with your fingers also shows nervousness, and so does 
holding a bag or briefcase very tightly in front of the body. 

  People who feel superior to you often appear relaxed, with their hands clasped behind their heads. The chin Superiority
and head is often held high. This gesture is typical of lawyers, accountants, and other professionals who feel they know 
more than you do. Another gesture of superiority is to put your hands in your pockets with the thumbs protruding. 

Feeling defensive   Arms folded tightly over the chest is a classic gesture of defensiveness and indicates that you are 
protecting yourself. It is often seen among strangers in queues or in lifts or anywhere where people feel a bit insecure. 
People also sometimes use this gesture when they are listening to someone, to show that they disagree with what is being 
said. However, this gesture can simply mean that the person is cold! 

Thinking hard  A hand-to-cheek gesture, where someone brings a hand to his face and extends his index finger along his 
cheek, with the remaining fingers positioned below the mouth, often shows that someone is thinking deeply. When 
someone strokes his chin, he is probably thinking about something important, or making a decision. 

Attraction If men are attracted to someone, they sometimes play with one of their ear lobes, whereas women will play 
with a lock of hair or continually tuck their hair behind their ears. 

Lying There are many gestures that indicate that someone is lying and in order to be sure you would expect a person to 
show more than one. Gestures include putting your hand in front of your mouth, touching your nose, rubbing your eyes, 
touching your ear, scratching your neck, pulling at your collar, or putting your finger or fingers in your mouth. 

 
  ⟹ Write a summary of the text in exercise 29. 

 
  ⟹ Vocabulary Practice (teacher’s instruction) 

 

Hometask 2 
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  ⟹ In what ways are the following relevant to the history of communication? Discuss 
your ideas with your partner. 

 
a) The Tower of Babel              b) Sanskrit       c) Esperanto 

 

 
  ⟹ Match the following explanations with points a), b) and c) in Activity 1 above. 

 
1) Many different languages, including English, originate from this ancient language. It was used 

for about 3,000 years in India until the 19th century when modern Indian languages such as 
Hindu and Bengali became more popular. 
 

2) There is a story which says that a long time ago people used to speak one language. They 
worked together to construct a building high enough to reach their paradise. Their god saw 
this and was angry. He stopped them by giving them different languages so that the builders 
couldn't understand each other. 

 
3) This is an artificial language which was invented in 1887 by a Polish doctor called Zamenhof. It 

has no irregular verbs! Between two million and eight million people can speak this language. 
  

  ⟹ Use the following questions to begin a conversation with your partner. 
 

1. Would you like to be able to speak Esperanto? Do you think Esperanto is the language of the 
future? Why/not? 

2. Why do languages die out (e.g. Latin)? Do you think English will ever die out? Why/not? 
3. How different would life be different if we all spoke the same language? What would be the 

advantages and the disadvantages? Do you think that speaking one language could bring 
people of different nations closer together and improve the chances of world peace? 

4. Approximately 1 in 4 people speak Chinese. In many countries Spanish is the first language. 
In the light of this information do you think English is the best choice for an international 
language. Why/not? What are the advantages and disadvantages of using English as the 
global language? 

5. With your partner, suggest ways to make the English language easier to learn (e.g. abolish 
irregular verbs so 'bought' = 'buyed').  

Theme Two: Whose Language? 
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  ⟹ Read the Text. 

The English language 
 

How many people can speak English? Some experts 
estimate that 1.5 billion people-around one-quarter of the 
world's population - can communicate reasonably well in 
English.  

English belongs to the Indo-European family of languages, 
which developed from a parent language first spoken about 
five thousand years ago in central-northern Europe. From 
there, it spread to the rest of Europe and the Middle East, 
and over time: it developed into a series of new tongues. One 
of these was Primitive Germanic, which later split into old 
English, Dutch, German and the Scandinavian languages. 
Old English was later heavily influenced by French 
following the Norman invasion in the eleventh century. 
Then, in the sixteenth century, due to the invention of 
printing, the increase in opportunities for education and 
the growth of international trade and communication, this 
form of English, which is known as Middle English, changed 
into the language we now speak, Modern English. Events 
such as the Industrial Revolution and the two world wars 
are among the reasons for the expansion of vocabulary. 
The media has dramatically contributed to the growing 
factor and influence of the English language. 

Indeed, never in recorded history has a language been as 
widely spoken as English is today. The reason why millions 
are learning it is simple: it is the language of international 
business and therefore the key to prosperity. It is not just 
that multinational companies such as Microsoft, Google, 
and Vodafone conduct their business in English; it is the 
language in which the Chinese speak to Brazilians and 
Germans to Indonesians. 

David Graddol, the author of English Next, says it is 
tempting to view the story of English simply as a triumph 
for its native speakers in North America, Britain and 
Ireland, and Australasia - but that would be a mistake. 
Global English has entered a more complex phase, changing 
in ways that the English-speaking countries cannot control 
and might not like.  

An important question one might ask is: whose English 
will it be in the future? Non-native speakers now 
outnumber native English speakers by three to one. The 
majority of encounters in English today take place between 
non-native speakers. According to David Graddol, many 
business meetings held in English appear to run more 
smoothly when there are no native English speakers 
present. This is because native speakers are often poor at 
ensuring that they are understood in international 
discussions. They tend to think they need to avoid longer 
Latin-based words, but in fact comprehension problems are 
more often caused by their use of colloquial English, 
especially idioms, metaphors, and phrasal verbs. On one 
occasion, at an international student conference in 
Amsterdam, conducted in English, the only British 
representative was asked to be 'less English' so that the 
others could understand her. So, the language does change. 
It's on the move all the time. What brings these changes? 

Political correctness has made and continues to make a 
significant impact on the English language as we are all 
encouraged, for the common good, to make increasing use 
of euphemistic paraphrase. We should turn our backs on 
expressions like “the poor” and embrace “the economically 
disadvantaged”. “The visually challenged” is recommended 
in the place of “the blind”; “the chronically hard of hearing” 
is suggested as substitute for “the deaf”. The euphemism, 
an inoffensive or positive word or phrase designed to avoid 
a harsh, unpleasant, or distasteful reality. It can also be a 
tactful word or phrase; for example, "pass away" functions 
not just to protect the feelings of another person but also to 
express our concern for another's grief. This is all well and 
not asking the impossible of us. It is rather when the trend 
is taken to the extreme and “the bald” find themselves 
referred to as “the follically challenged” that there is a risk 
of things getting out of hand; if a euphemism is used to 
mislead or deceive, however, a euphemism becomes 
doublespeak. 

 Doublespeak  is a blanket term for language which 
pretends to communicate but doesn't, language which 
makes the bad seem good, the negative appear positive, the 
unpleasant attractive, or at least tolerable, it is language 
which avoids shifts or denies responsibility, language 
which is at variance with its real meaning. Attentive 
observers of the English language also learned recently that 
the multibillion dollar stock market crash of 1987 was a 
simply “a fourth quarter equity retreat”; that airplanes don't 
crash they just have “uncontrolled contact with the ground”. 
In other words, doublespeak continues to spread as the 
official language of public communication.  

Jargon, the specialized language of a trade or profession, 
allows colleagues to communicate with each other clearly, 
efficiently and quickly. Indeed, it is a mark of membership 
to be able to use and understand the group's jargon. But it 
can also be doublespeak – pretentious and obscure 
terminology used to make the simple appear complex and 
not to express but impress. Lawyers and tax accountants 
speak of an “involuntary conversion” of property when 
discussing the loss or destruction of property through theft 
or accident.  

Neologisms, new words or new ways of using familiar 
words, seem to be appearing in the language with ever-
increasing speed, so that one can expect to encounter an 
unknown element in the newspapers or in broadcasts at 
least once a month.  Neologisms are said to be the most 
acute barometer of the course English culture is taking. The 
Nineties have given the language an armoury of neologisms 
– be they genuine attempts to define new cultural 
phenomena, or outlandish euphemisms dictated by 
political correctness or marketing agendas. Marital status 
has its own labelling, as you will know if you are a ‘sinbad” 
(single income, no boyfriend, absolutely desperate) or even 
a “sitcom” (single income, two children and an 
oppressive mortgage).  
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“England and America are two nations separated by the 
same language”, said George Bernard Show, the British 
playwright, when in his usual witty mood. The difference 
between British and American English can be exaggerated. 
In the spoken language there is the question of 
pronunciation, which makes the two forms instantly 
distinguishable from each other; but in the written 
language there is astonishingly little that would indicate to 
the reader whether he is dealing with a British or an 
American author – provided that direct speech is omitted. 

Professor Barbara Setdlhofer, Professor of English and 
Applied Linguistics at the University of Vienna, records and 
transcribes spoken English interactions between speakers 
of the language around the world. She says her team has 
noticed that non-native speakers are varying standard 
English grammar in several ways. Even the most competent 
speakers sometimes omit the 's' in the third person 
singular. Many omit definite and indefinite articles where 
they are required in standard English, or put them in where 
standard English does not use them. Nouns that are not 
plural in native-speaker English are used as plurals by non-
native speakers (e.g. 'informations', 'knowledges', 
'advices'). Other variations include 'make a discussion', 
'discuss about something' or 'phone to somebody’.  

Many native English speakers will insist that these are not 
variations, they are mistakes. 'Knowledges' and 'phone to 
somebody' are simply wrong. Many non-native speakers 
who teach English around the world would agree. But 
language changes, and so do notions of grammatical 
correctness. 

Those who insist on standard English grammar remain in 
a powerful position. Academics who want their work 
published in international journals have to adhere to the 
grammatical rules followed by native English-speaking 
elites. But spoken English is another matter. Why should 
non-native speakers bother with what native speakers 
regard as correct? Their main aim, after all, is to be 
understood by one another, and in most cases there is no 
native speaker present. 

Professor Seidlhofer says. 'I think that what we are 
looking at is the emergence of a new international attitude, 
the recognition and awareness that in many international 
contexts non-native speakers do not need to speak like 
native speakers, to compare themselves to them, and thus 
always feel 'less good.' 

  
  ⟹ Answer the teacher’s questions. 

 
  ⟹ Match the termini below with their definitions and illustrating examples. 

 
terminus definition example 

jargon a) Language that deliberately disguises, distorts, or 
reverses the meaning of words. It may take the form 
of euphemisms, making the truth less unpleasant, 
without denying its nature. 

1. Nowadays banks don't have 'bad loans' or 
'bad debts' - they have 'nonperforming 
assets' and 'nonperforming credits'. 

metaphor b) It consists of a verb and a preposition or an adverb 
that modifies or changes the meaning. 

2. I came across this book in a little store. 

euphemism c) The specialized or technical language of a trade, 
profession, or similar group. 

3. If you don’t know something, you can 
always google it. 

doublespeak d) A set expression of two or more words that means 
something other than the literal meanings of its 
individual words. 

4. For example, in politics non-executive 
members of the party are referred to as 
“back benches”; in the medical field “BP” 
stands for blood pressure 

phrasal verb e) Coded expressions that we use when whatever we 
are referring to is considered inappropriate for the 
circumstances or when we are embarrassed or 
uncomfortable with the literal version. 

5. “All the world's a stage, 
And all the men and women merely 
players. 

idiom f) Expressing a meaning directly contrary to that 
suggested by the words. 

6. They must go to war to make peace. 

hyperbole g) A seemingly self-contradictory statement, which yet 
is shown to be true. 

7. “To make something sound better” instead 
of “to lie”. 

paradox h) Exaggerated or extravagant statement used to make 
a strong impression, but not intended to be taken 
literally. 

8. It’s such a thrill to find out that I’ll be 
spending the summer with a cast on my 
leg! 

irony i) A newly coined word, or a phrase or familiar word 
used in a new sense. 

9. It was a piece of cake to get that job. 

neologism j) A figure of speech in which an implied comparison is 
made between two unlike things that actually have 
something in common. 

10. I have a million things to do today. 
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Euphemisms might come quite handy if you happen to find yourself in a new or intercultural 
environment. Speakers employ this technique to avoid using words that have a negative stigma 
attached to them, to avoid offending others by speaking of taboo or sacred subjects directly, to 
over-inflate the importance of certain words. 
 

Euphemisms Used to Soften Language 
Fat = overweight, full-figured, big boned, chubby, plump, etc. 
Poor = working class, of modest means, of humble origins, low-income, unable to make ends meet, 
in debt, etc. 
Handicapped = disabled, differently abled, physically challenged, disadvantaged, etc. 
 

Euphemisms Used to Inflate or Mislead 
Garbage collector = waste disposal worker, sanitation worker, waste management, etc. 
Secretary = administrative assistant, clerical assistant, executive assistant, personal assistant, etc. 
 

 
  ⟹ Study the note below and do the exercise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

euphemism definition 

 1) economical with the truth a) to flatter 

 2) paying guest b) to criticize 

 3) to soft-soap somebody c) suppression of information 

 4) tired and over emotional d) nakedness 

 5) communicable disease e) supplementary money paid on leaving a job 

 6) to bad-mouth f) become unemployed 

 7) news management  g) a lodger 

 8) birthday suit h) military attack 

 9) golden handshake i) dead 

 10)a handicap j) stolen 

 11)spend more time with family k) drunk 

 12)armed intervention l) mental or physical defect 

 13)asleep with Jesus m) lying 

 14)fallen off the back of a lorry n) venereal disease 

 
  ⟹ In pairs or small groups discuss the following questions. 

 
1) What do you think the future of the English language will be? Will it remain the language of 

international communication? 
2) Do you think it is necessary to preserve the English language and strictly follow grammar 

rules, or should we accept that nowadays non-native speakers do not need to speak like 
native speakers 

3) Do you think English is easier or more difficult to learn than other foreign languages? 
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Rap 
 
Rap music originated in the late 
1970s and has had a big influence 
on the English language by creating 
a wide range of new vocabulary 
and expressions. However, due to 
the obscurity of the language, there 
have been many attempts to create 
dictionaries to help people 
decipher the new terminology. The 
term “hip-hop” is generally used to 
describe the whole lifestyle that 
surrounds rapping; such as graffiti, 
break dancing, fashion, DJs and rap. 
“Rap” generally describes the art of 
singing in a particular style, as in 
“He’s been rapping for 15 minutes”.  

 

 
 

  ⟹  : In what way do you think the English language is changing now? Please, 
note these changes and discuss them in pairs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  ⟹ : Watch the DVD and decide 
whether the information in the statements below is true √, 
false  or not given −. 
 
 1) Professor Sara Campbell considers the English language 

to be very dynamic due to the fact it is constantly 
changing. 

 2) Daniel Believes that the language of hip-hop is easy for 
everyone to understand. 

 3) Daniel and Sara both believe that the language of hip-hop 
will remain in use for a long time to come. 

 4) Professor Sara Campbell’s students always use the correct 
level of formality when they address her. 

 5) Daniel thinks the hip-hop dictionary is a great way to keep 
up-to-date with the language of rap. 

  ⟹ : Answer the following questions.

1) Why does Professor Sara Campbell consider English 
to be an especially interesting and rich language? 

2) Why is rap a wonderful example of how the language 
is growing? 

3) How did rap start out? 
4) Why is it necessary to keep to different language 

styles when talking to your boss and when talking to your 
friends? 

5) What choices do dictionary-makers have to make 
when publishing a new dictionary? 

6) How do dictionary-makers decide whether to include a new word or not? 
7) How can you keep up-to-date with new words in English? 
8) How is your native language changing over time? 
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  ⟹ : Answer the following questions. 

1) At what age do you think it is necessary to start teaching a child English? 
2) Is it possible to be successful in our contemporary world without the knowledge of the English 

language? 
3) Do you think test scores show the real knowledge of the language? 

 
  ⟹ : Watch the video on the world’s English mania. Decide whether the 

statements below are True  √ or False  . 
 

 1) Manias can be alarming and deadly. 

 2) Chinese students practice their English by signing it. 

 3) If you are a Chinese student you start learning English in the 
third grade, by law. 

 4) Chinese students take the Gaokao test for three full days. 

 5) 50 percent of the grade on the test is based on English. 

 6) The world doesn’t have any other universal languages. 

 7) English is becoming the language of problem-solving because 
America is pushing it. 

 8) To many people English represents hope for a better future. 

 
  ⟹ Find English equivalents to the following words / word combinations from the 

video . 
 

восторг, восхищение  
разочаровывать, подводить  
определять, обусловливать будущее  
ужасный, суровый, истощающий (о тесте)  
перелом, решающий момент  
проведение электричества   
решать общие проблемы  

 
  ⟹  : Answer the questions. 

 
1) Do you agree with Jay Walker that there is such a phenomenon as the world’s English mania? 
2) Do you think a mania for learning English is a good thing or a bad thing? Give your reasons. 
3) What universal languages exist today? 
4) What evidence is there that English is becoming increasingly important in the world? 
5) What do you think will happen to English as it spreads to non-English-speaking regions? 
6) Are there any tests in your country which are similar to the Gaokao test in China? 

Hometask 3: English Mania 
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  ⟹ : Some researchers state that modern system of education equates 
intelligence with knowledge of English. What can be done to stop this tendency?  

  ⟹ : Watch the video. Complete the gaps in the sentences and translate the 
words. 

 
1) But sadly, today, languages are dying ………………………………….. . A language dies every 14 

days. 
2) We were brought to teach English because the government wanted to modernize the 

country and ………………………………….. . 
3) Now this is the major change that I've seen - how teaching English has 

………………………………….. from being a ………………………………….. to becoming a massive 
international business that it is today. 

4) Now can it be right to ………………………………….. a student ………………………………….. alone? 
5) We put a stop sign, and we stop them in their tracks. They can't ………………………………….., 'til 

they get English. 
6) What about the research? It's all in English. So the books are in English, the journals are 

done in English, but that is a ………………………………….. . It feeds the English requirement. 
7) Which tells us that when students come to us from abroad, we may not be 

………………………………….. for what they know, and they know it in their own language. 
8) “The children can lead Africa from what it is today, a dark continent, to a light continent." A 

simple idea, but it could have such ………………………………….. . 
 
 

  ⟹  : Answer the questions. 
 
1) Do you agree that today tests reject students on their linguistic ability alone? 
2) What can be done to stop languages from dying at unprecedented rate? 
3) What English test appeared in 1964? What other tests of English do you know? 
4) What are the average fees for the tests today? Do you think high fees can prevent students 

with lower income from entering universities and pursuing their dreams? 
5) Give several examples of when knowledge of several languages can turn out to be 

beneficial? 
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  ⟹ In small groups, discuss the questions below. 
 

1. What do you think defines people from your country? 
2. What is important to them? What do they value? 
3. How do you think people from other countries see you? 

 
  ⟹ Read the statements below about British people.  

Which do you think are true and which are false? 
 
The British are ... 

1 serious 
2 reluctant to express their feelings 
3 extravagant shoppers 
4 calm, patient drivers 
5 home lovers 
6 open and direct communicators 
7 interested in social status 
8 excessively polite 
9 are very tolerant 
10 feel superior to other nations 

Compare your ideas with a partner.  
 

  ⟹ Read the read the article check your ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Theme Three: Across Cultures 
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  ⟹ You're going to listen to four people talking about the typical characteristics of 
people from their country (England, Ireland, Scotland, and the USA). Before you listen, with 
a partner try to predict what positive and negative characteristics the speakers might 
mention. 

  
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
 

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
 

  ⟹ Listen and try to match the speakers 1-4 with their nationality. Use their 
accent and what they say about people from their country to help you. 

 
English   Scottish  
Irish   American  

 
 

  ⟹ Listen again. Write down at least one negative and two positive characteristics 
about each nationality. Does each person think they are typical or not? Why (not)? 

 
  ⟹ In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions. 

 
 

1. What do you think are the strengths of your nationality? 
2. What are the weaknesses? 
3. In what way would you say you are typical? 

 
 
  ⟹ Answer the following questions and read the text below. 

1. What do you think a national stereotype is? 
2. How is your own nation stereotyped by others? Or perhaps people from certain regions 

have a particular image. Think about appearance, habit, lifestyle, way of thinking, and so on. 
3. Do you think there is an element of truth in these stereotypes, or are they completely 

unjustified? 
4. Some people view national and regional stereotypes as harmless and funny, while others 

see them as insulting and disapprove of them. What do you think? 
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are cold and reserved, Brazilians 
are lively and fun-loving, and the Japanese are 
shy and hardworking - these are examples of 
national stereotypes which are widely believed, 
not only by other nationalities but also by many 
people among the nationality themselves. But 
how much truth is there in such stereotypes? 
Two psychologists, Robert McCrae and Antonio 
Terracciano, have investigated the subject and 
the results of their research are surprising. They 
found that people from a particular country do 
share some general characteristics, but that these 
characteristics are often very different from the 
stereotype. 

 
, a team of 

psychologists used personality tests to establish 
shared characteristics among 49 different 
nationalities around the world. They then 
interviewed thousands of people from these 
same groups and asked them to describe typical 
members of their own nationality. In most cases 
the stereotype (how nationalities saw 
themselves) was very different from the results 
of the personality tests (the reality). 

 
, Italians and Russians thought of 

themselves as extrovert and sociable, but the 

personality tests showed them to be much more 
introvert than they imagined. The Spanish saw 
themselves as very extrovert, but also as rather 
lazy. In fact, the research showed them to be only 
averagely extrovert and much more 
conscientious than they thought. Brazilians were 
quite neurotic - the opposite of their own view of 
themselves. The Czechs and the Argentinians 
thought of themselves as bad-tempered and 
unfriendy, but they turned out to be among the 
friendliest of all nationalities. The English were 
the nationality whose own stereotype was the 
furthest from reality. While they saw themselves 
as reserved and closed, Dr McCrae's research 
showed them to be among the most extrovert 
and open-minded of the groups studied. 

 
 in the whole study 

where people saw themselves as they really are 
was the Poles - not especially extrovert, and 
slightly neurotic. 

 
 hope that 

their research will show that national 
stereotypes are inaccurate and unhelpful and 
that this might improve international 
understanding - we're all much more alike than 
we think we are! 

 
  ⟹ Decide whether the statements below are True √ or False  . 

 
 1. A lot of people don’t share the stereotypical attitudes towards their own nation. 

 2. According to the psychologists’s research people of one nationality have some 
traits in common. 

 3. Stereotypes correctly represent a nation’s characteristics. 

 4. Research proves that people’s view on their own nation complies with the 
stereotype. 

 5. According to the survey the Britons’ view on themselves was close to the 
stereotype. 

 6. The poles turned out to be the most accurate in their assumptions about 
themselves. 

 7. The research showed the bias of stereotypes. 

 8. The researchers arrived at the conclusion that people of different nationalities are 
absolutely different. 
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  ⟹ Find in the text all the character-describing adjectives, make a list. 
 

  
  ⟹ In your list, group synonyms and 

antonyms.  
 
 

  ⟹ To the definitions below find words in 
your list. 
 

definition adj 
willing to consider and accept other 
people's ideas 

 

friendly and enjoying being with other 
people 

 

nervous and embarrassed about meeting 
and speaking to other people 

 

quiet and shy, and not enjoying the 
company of other people 

 

careful to do everything that it is your job  
unwilling to express your emotions  
 
Which words from the list best describe your 
compatriots? 
 
  

 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
 

____________________ 
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  ⟹ Read the text. 
 

American Values and Assumptions 
 

People who grow up in a particular culture share certain values and assumptions. That does not mean they all share 
exactly the same values to exactly the same extent. It does mean that most of them, most of the time, agree with each 
other's ideas about what is right and wrong, desirable and undesirable, and so on. They also agree, mostly, with each 
other's assumptions about human nature, social relationships, and so on. . . 

A culture can be viewed as a collection of values and assumptions that go together to shape the way a group of people 5 
perceives and relates to the world around them. 

INDIVIDUALISM 
The most important thing to understand about Americans is probably their devotion to individualism. They are trained 

from very early in their lives to consider themselves as separate individuals who are responsible for their own situations 
in life …  10 

You can see it in the way Americans treat their children. One day I was at a local shopping mall, waiting in line to buy an 
Orange Julius. (An Orange Julius is a cool drink made in a blender with orange juice, ice, and some other ingredients.) 
Behind me in the line was a woman with two children, a boy who was about three years old and a girl who was about 
five. The boy had his hand in the pocket of his blue jeans, and I could hear that he had some coins in there. 

The boy asked his mother, "Can I get an Orange Julius?" 15 
"No," she said to him. "You don't have enough money left for an Orange Julius. Remember you bought that cookie a while 

ago. You do have enough money for a hot dog. So you could get a hot dog now if you want to. Or, you could save your money, 
and sometime later when you have enough money, we could come back here and you could get an Orange Julius." 

When I tell this story to people from other countries, they usually react with disbelief. The idea that a child so young 
would even have his own money to spend, let alone be expected to decide how to spend it, seems beyond their 20 
comprehension. 

But when Americans hear the story, they usually understand it perfectly well. This mother is helping her son learn to 
make his own decisions and to be accountable for his own money. Some American parents might not expect a three-year-
old to make a decision about how to spend money, but they certainly understand what the mother is doing. She is getting 
her son ready for a world in which he will be responsible for his choices and their consequences. 25 

… 
Americans are trained to conceive of themselves as separate individuals, and they assume everyone else in the world is 

too. When they encounter a person from abroad who seems to them excessively concerned with the opinions of parents, 
with following traditions, or with fulfilling obligations to others, they assume that the person feels trapped or is weak, 
indecisive, or "overly dependent." They assume all people must resent being in situations where they are not "free to 30 
make up their own minds." 

COMPETITION 
Individualistic Americans naturally see themselves as being in competition with others. Competitiveness pervades the 

society. It is obvious in the attention given to athletic events and star athletes, who are praised for being "real 
competitors." 35 

It is also obvious in schools and extracurricular activities for children, where games and contests are assumed to be 
desirable and beneficial. Competitiveness is less obvious when it is in the minds of people who are consistently 
comparing themselves with others: who is faster, smarter, richer, better looking; whose children are the most successful; 
whose husband is the best provider or the best cook or the best lover; which salesperson sold the most during the past 
quarter; who earned his first million dollars at the earliest age; and so on. People who are competing with others are 40 
essentially alone, trying to maintain their superiority and, implicitly, their separateness from others. 

PRIVACY 
Also closely associated with the value they place on individualism is the importance Americans assign to privacy. 

Americans assume that people "need some time to themselves" or "some time alone" to think about things or recover 
their spent psychological energy. Americans have great difficulty understanding people who always want to be with 45 
another person, who dislike being alone. Americans tend to regard such people as weak or dependent. . . . 

Americans' attitudes about privacy can be difficult for foreigners to understand. Americans' houses, yards, and even 
their offices can seem open and inviting, yet, in the Americans' minds, there are boundaries that other people are simply 
not supposed to cross. When the boundaries are crossed, the Americans' bodies will visibly stiffen and their manner will 
become cool and aloof. 50 

 
 

Hometask 4 
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  ⟹ Find Russian equivalents to the following words / word combinations from the text. 
 

Word Russian equivalent 
values and assumptions(l.1)  
relate to (l.6)  
devotion to (l.8)  
beyond somebody’s comprehension 
(l.20) 

 

accountable for (l.23)  
excessively (l.28)  
competitiveness (l.33)  
implicitly (l.41)  
aloof (l.50)  

 

  ⟹ Answer the following questions. 
 

1. Which of the values mentioned in the text do you / your family / your nation share? 
2. Explain what a visitor to your country should know in order to avoid intercultural 

misunderstandings. 
3. Describe an experience you had in a foreign country or culture that helped you 

understand it better. 
 
 
 

  ⟹ Read the chapter from the book American Ways: A Guide for Foreigners in the 
United States by Gary Althen (it’s available on the internet: http://9802-oral-
communication.wikispaces.com/file/view/American+Values+and+Assumptions.pdf) and get ready to 
speak on the things that surprised you most or things you strongly dis/agree with. 

 
 

  ⟹ Vocabulary Practice (teacher’s instruction) 
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  ⟹ Listen to the song by James Brown "It's a man, man's world”. What is the 
singer's message? Can you remember any other songs that convey a similar idea? Work 
in groups. 
 

  ⟹ Discuss the fillowing points.  

 
1. What are professional stereotypes?  
2. What career do you aspire to? 
3. Read the article below and sum it up in 3-4 sentences. 
4. How far do you agree with the author's conclusion? 

 
Are men from Mars? What we learned on Friday night  
BY Rosie Ifould 
 
Do women really nag? Are men still 
allergic to ironing? When it comes 
to relationships, do we still 
stereotype one another? 
All this, and more, was the subject of 
hot debate on Friday night at the 
Tavistock Centre for Couple 
Relationships in central London. It 
was the first of our new series, all 
about the hidden psychology of 
love. First up, does gender still 
divide us?' chaired by Professor 
Brett Kahr with Susannah Abse of the Tavistock, 
psychoanalyst Dr Avi Schmueli and Sara Ramsden, TV 
excutive responsible for, amongst others, a 
documentary series 'Why Men Don't Iron.' 

So, does gender still divide us? A quick audience vote 
showed that we almost unanimously thought it did 
(the only naysayers were both men). There was less 
consensus on how much our gender differences 
should matter — are they just, as Freud put it, the 
narcissism of minor differences or do they go deeper?' 
asked Kahr. 
 
There isn't room here to elaborate on every single 
point, but among the things we discussed were: 
How important the social context was when it comes 
to gender. Sara Ramsden pointed out that in the 90s 
when she was making programmes about sex 
differences, it was terribly un-PC to acknowledge they 
might exist. 

 
Whether the real issue was the way we get superior to 
the opposite sex (as Susannah Abse believed). The 
more we highlight our differences, the greater the 
divide between us. 
 
Do sex differences really exist, or do they simply come 
down to individual personality? If 'maleness' and 
'femaleness' are measured by our levels of certain 
hormones and our performances in certain linguistic 
or spatial awareness tasks, then what do we make of 
women who perform well in typically male areas (or 
vice versa)? Leaving sexual attraction to one side, 
don't we all know men who display typically female 
traits? Wouldn't we do better to judge on individual 
merit instead? 
 
And finally, instead of looking for differences, 
shouldn't we try harder to find common ground? 

(http://www.psychologies.co.uk/news/are-men-from-mars-what-we-learned-on-friday-night/ ) 

  ⟹ Look at the "Act Like a Man" Box, answer the questions below and write them 
down in the box: 

Talking Points: Manny? 
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1. What does it mean to act like a man? 
2. What words or expectations come to mind? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  ⟹ Read the questions below. Then watch the video ["Friends: Male Nanny", 13:23 
min] . While watching the video make notes on the following points: 

 

 Make a list of things the men 
that appear in the video do, that are 
not usually associated with the 
male sex 
 How’s Ross feeling when he 

talks to Sandy? Why? 
 What reason does Ross give 

for firing Sandy? Is it the real 
reason? 
 Does Sandy need references? 

Why? 
 What’s Ross’s problem? 
 Is Ross a stereotype of the 

“Macho Man” ? Why? 
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word definition translation 

language  язык 
body language 
sign language 

mother tongue 

  

vocabulary all the words that someone knows or uses словарный запас 
wide vocabulary 
rich vocabulary 

extensive vocabulary 
active vocabulary 

passive vocabulary 
 
 

 
 
 
the words someone can use 
the words someone can understand, but does not use 

 

Reading is one of the best ways of 
improving your vocabulary. 
He has a  wide vocabulary. 

  

to ramble to talk for a long time in a way that does not seem 
clearly organized, so that other people find it difficult 
to understand you 

говорить много и сбивчиво 

rambler 
rambling 

 

  

a long rambling letter   
to sidetrack [usu. passive] to make someone stop doing what they should be 

doing, or stop talking about what they started talking 
about, by making them interested in something else 

отвлекать 

Don't get sidetracked by the audience's 
questions. 

  

sensitive [+to] 
 

able to understand other people's feelings and 
problems 

восприимчивый; тонко 
чувствующий 

a sensitive and intelligent young man 
It's made me much more sensitive to the 

needs of the disabled. 

  

sense of humor the ability to understand and enjoy things that are 
funny 

чувство юмора 

I like Pam – she has a really good sense of 
humour. 

  

appearance the way someone or something looks to other people внешний вид 
physical appearance   

She's the kind of woman who takes 
pride in her appearance. 

You shouldn't judge by appearances. 
The pupils looked angelic - but 

appearances can be deceptive. 

  

charisma a natural ability to attract and interest other people 
and make them admire you 

личное обаяние; харизма 

He lacks charisma.   
to digress to talk or write about something that is not your main 

subject 
отвлекаться, отклоняться (от 
темы) 

digression   
Do you mind if I digress for a moment? 

After several long digressions he finally 
reached the interesting part of the story. 

  

articulate able to talk easily and effectively about things, 
especially difficult subjects 

чётко выражающий свои 
мысли 

bright, articulate 17-year-olds 
a highly articulate speaker 

  

reserved unwilling to express your emotions or talk about your 
problems 

сдержанный,  замкнутый,  
необщительный,  

Ellen was a shy, reserved girl.   
 
 

Vocabulary of the Unit 
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word definition translation 

coherent if someone is coherent, they are talking in a way that 
is clear and easy to understand 

понятный; ясный;  
вразумительный; отчётливый,  
разборчивый 

He sounded coherent, but he was too ill to 
have any idea what he was saying. 

  

hesitant uncertain about what to do or say because you are 
nervous or unwilling 

нерешительный, 
сомневающийся 

to hesitate   
Gail gave me a hesitant little smile. 

They seemed hesitant about coming in. 
She is hesitant to draw conclusions until 

the study is over. 

  

responsive eager to communicate with people, and to react to 
them in a positive way 

 отзывчивый, чуткий; 

I tried to get him talking, but he wasn't
 very responsive. 

  

eloquent able to express your ideas and opinions well, 
especially in a way that influences people 

 красноречивый, яркий,  
убедительный, 

an eloquent appeal for support   
inhibited 

 
too embarrassed or nervous to do or say what you 
want 

 

Many people are inhibited about 
discussing sexual matters. 

  

extrovert having a confident character and enjoying the 
company of other people 

контактный, общительный, 
дружелюбный человек 

extroversion   
vague unclear because someone does not give enough 

detailed information or does not say exactly what 
they mean 

неопределённый, неясный 

The governor gave only a vague outline of 
his tax plan. 

Julia was vague about where she had been 
and what she had been doing. 

  

succinct clearly expressed in a few words - use this to show 
approval 

краткий; сжатый 
лаконичный 

a succinct explanation. [vs. involved]   
fluent fluent speech or writing is smooth and confident, 

with no mistakes 
беглый,  

He was a fluent and rapid prose writer.   
politically correct language, behaviour, and attitudes that are 

politically correct are carefully chosen so that they 
do not offend or insult anyone 

политкорректный, 
общественно приемлемый 

politically correct textbooks 
political correctness 

  

stereotype a belief or idea of what a particular type of person or 
thing is like. Stereotypes are often unfair or untrue 

стереотип 

to stereotype sb 
stereotypical 

racial/sexual/cultural etc stereotype 

  

women who don't fit the stereotype of the 
good mother 

stereotypes about the elderly 
the stereotypical Californian – fit and 

tanned 
Homeless people are stereotyped as 

alcoholics or addicts. 

  

trait a particular quality in someone's character характерная 
черта, особенность 

personality/character traits 
genetic/inherited traits 

  

a mental illness associated with particular 
personality traits 
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word definition translation 
image the opinion people have of a person, organization, 

product etc, or the way a person, organization etc 
seems to be to the public 

репутация, лицо, престиж 

The hotel and casino industry is working 
hard on improving its image. 

The party has to project the right image. 
attempts to improve the public image of 

the police 

  

impact [+on] the effect or influence that an event, situation etc 
has on someone or something 

сильное воздействие; влияние 

We need to assess the impact on climate 
change. 

Higher mortgage rates have already HAD
 a major impact on spending. 

  

to breed to cause a particular feeling or condition порождать, вызывать 
Poor living conditions breed violence and 

despair. 
  

commitment something that you have promised you will do or 
that you have to do 

обязанность, долг 
обязательство 

Will the job fit in with your family 
commitments? 

  

credibility 
 

the quality of deserving to be believed and trusted убедительность, способность 
внушать доверие; надёжность 

The scandal has damaged his credibility as 
a leader. 

There are serious questions about the 
credibility of these reports. 

Predictions of economic recovery have now 
lost all credibility. 

  

arrogant behaving in an unpleasant or rude way because you 
think you are more important than other people 

заносчивый, высокомерный,  
надменный 

He was unbearably arrogant. 
an arrogant attitude 

  

assertive behaving in a confident way, so that people notice 
you 

уверенный в себе 

assertiveness 
assertiveness training 

  

rapport friendly agreement and understanding between 
people 

хорошие взаимоотношения,  
взаимопонимание,  
понимание; согласие 

He had an excellent rapport with his 
patients. 

He built up/establishe/developed a good 
rapport with the children. 

  

verbal [vs. non-verbal] spoken rather than written вербальный 
verbal communication 

verbal means 
verbal agreement/instructions etc 

  

status your social or professional rank or position, 
considered in relation to other people 

статус, положение 

low-status jobs 
Doctors have traditionally enjoyed high

 social status. 

  

message the main or most important idea that someone is 
trying to tell people about in a film, book, speech etc 

основная тема, идея 

The message of the film is that good 
always triumphs over evil. 

The result of this legal battle sends an 
important message to people in similar 

situations. 
It's perfectly possible to get your message 

across without being so angry. 
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word definition translation 
gesture a movement of part of your body, especially your 

hands or head, to show what you mean or how you 
feel 

жест 

Jim raised his hands in a despairing 
gesture. 

Luke made an obscene gesture with his 
finger. 

  

facial expression  
 

мимика 

Victor's facial expression didn't change.   
posture 
 

the way you position your body when sitting or 
standing 

поза 

Poor posture can lead to muscular 
problems. 

Her upright posture 

  

eye contact when you look directly at someone at the same time 
as they are looking at you 

зрительный контакт 

People who are lying tend to avoid eye 
contact. 

In a formal interview, try to maintain good 
eye contact with the interviewers. 

  

ritual 
 

a ceremony that is always performed in the same 
way, in order to mark an important religious or social 
occasion 

ритуал 

ancient pagan rituals 
the importance of religion and ritual in 

our lives 
The lady of the house performs the sacred

 ritual of lighting two candles. 

  

custom something that is done by people in a particular 
society because it is traditional 

обычай 

local/ancient/French etc custom 
the custom of doing something 

  

The guide offers information on local 
customs. 

It's the custom for the bride's father to pay 
for the wedding. 

The custom of naming women after 
flowers is becoming less common. 

  

idiom a group of words that has a special meaning that is 
different from the ordinary meaning of each 
separate word. For example, 'under the weather' is 
an idiom meaning 'ill'. 

идиома, идиоматическое 
выражение 

metaphor a way of describing something by referring to it as 
something different and suggesting that it has 
similar qualities to that thing 

метафора 

She uses some wonderful images and 
metaphors in her writing. 

a very creative use of metaphor 

  

phrasal verb a group of words that is used like a verb and consists 
of a verb with an adverb or preposition
 after it, for example 'set off' or 'look after' 

фразовый глагол 

verbal communication 
verbal means 

verbal agreement/instructions etc 

  

euphemism a polite word or expression that you use instead of a 
more direct one to avoid shocking or upsetting 
someone 

эвфемизм 

'Pass away' is a euphemism for 'die'.   
doublespeak speech that is complicated and can have more than 

one meaning, sometimes used deliberately to 
deceive or confuse people 

демагогия 

the power of political doublespeak   
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word definition translation 

jargon words and expressions used in a particular 
profession or by a particular group of people, which 
are difficult for other people to understand - often 
used to show disapproval 

жаргон 

technical/scientific/legal/medical etc 
jargon 

  

Keep it simple and avoid the use of jargon. 
documents full of legal jargon 

  

dialect the form of a language that is spoken in a particular 
area 

диалект 

The people up there speak a Tibetan
 dialect. 
The local dialect 

  

slang 
 

informal words used by people who belong to a 
particular group, for example young people, 
criminals etc 

слэнг 

schoolboy slang   
terminology words used in a particular subject such as science or 

medicine 
терминология 

computer terminology   
neologism [=coinage] 

 
a new word or expression, or a word used with a 
new meaning 

неологизм 

sociable someone who is sociable is friendly and enjoys being 
with other people 

контактный,  
общительный,  
дружелюбный 

a pleasant, sociable couple   
conscientious careful to do everything that it is your job or duty to 

do 
добросовестный,  
сознательный 

A conscientious teacher may feel inclined 
to take work home. 

a conscientious and hard-working student 

  

bad-tempered someone who is bad-tempered becomes easily 
annoyed and talks in an angry way to people 

злой, раздражительный 

open-minded willing to consider and accept other people's ideas 
and opinions 

широких взглядов 
отзывчивый,  

openmindedness   
She's quite open-minded about sex.   

values ideas about what is right and wrong, or what is 
important in life 

ценности 

a return to traditional values 
Your attitudes about sex are affected by 

your religious and moral values. 

  

assumption something that you think is true although you have 
no definite proof 

 

A lot of people make the assumption that 
poverty only exists in the Third World. 

My calculations were based on the 
assumption that house prices would 

remain steady. 

  

to relate to have or establish a reciprocal relationship, 
interact 

устанавливать личный 
контакт 

She doesn’t relate well to her peers.   
devotion the loyalty that you show towards a person, job etc, 

especially by working hard 
преданность; сильная 
привязанность 

the soldier's courage and devotion to duty 
his integrity and devotion to his patients 

  

comprehension of the ability to understand something понимание; осмысление,   
They don't have the least comprehension 

of what I'm trying to do. 
Why you let her talk you into doing such a 
foolish thing is beyond my comprehension 
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  ⟹ Find synonyms and synonymous expressions to the words in bold type.  
Provide Russian equivalents to the words and words combinations. Translate the 
sentences. 

We communicated mostly by e-mail.   
The decision was communicated to our 
staff late in 1998. 

 
 

 

Without meaning to, she communicated 
her anxiety to her child. 

 
 

 

She's clever, but she can't communicate 
her ideas. 

 
 

 

Tom wasn't very communicative, and 
kept himself to himself. 

 
 

 
 

Radio was the pilot's only means of 
communication. 

 
 

 

Paris has good communications with 
many European cities. 

  

Mike has enrolled on a week's course in 
improving communication skills. 

 
 

  

AIDS is not communicable by food or 
drink. 

  

Her ideas were not easily communicable to 
others. 

  

1. Руководитель даже не потрудился сообщить работникам о своем решении сократить штат. 
2. Последнее время он предпочитает общаться с друзьями посредством facebook и других 

социальных сетей. 
3. Они больше не разговаривают друг с другом. 
4. Он очень хорошо умеет выражать свои мысли, поэтому именно его надо послать на этот 

семинар. 
5. Она всегда была очень общительной, приветливой и с легким характером, это привлекает 

в ней многих людей. 
6. Это заболевание не передается от животных людям. 
7. Он очень застенчив и поэтому записался на тренинг по повышению уверенности в себе, 

который может помочь ему также улучшить свои навыки общения. 
8. Последние два года они почти не общались. 
9. Она была чем-то встревожена, и эта тревога передалась мне. [structure change needed] 

  

Vocabulary Practice 
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Marie tried to find the right words to give 
shape to her ideas. 

  

I really want to get in shape before 
summer. 

 
 

 

The idea began to take shape about two 
years ago. 

 
 

 

His generation believed they could shape 
the future. 

 
 

 

People's political beliefs are shaped by 
what they see in the papers. 

 
 

 
 

She's bought an exercise bike to keep in 
shape. 

 
 

 

1. Считается, что средства массовой информации формируют умы и чувства людей.  
2. Ты должен строить планы в соответствии со своими возможностями.  
3. Он сможет сделать доклад, когда приведет его в надлежащий вид.  
4. Хорошие спектакли, классическая музыка и опера формируют тонкий художественный 

вкус человека.  
5. Ему стоит больших усилий поддерживать себя в хорошей форме. 

 

 
It tends to rain here a lot in spring.   
Janet tends to get very angry if you 
contradict her. 

 
 

 

Interest rates are tending upwards.  
 

 

I have to tend to the children before I 
leave. 

 
 

 

Some people may inherit a tendency to 
alcoholism. 

 
 

 
 

There is an increasing tendency for 
women to have children later in life. 

 
 

 

People tend to need less sleep as they 
get older. 

  

1. Вероятно, к ночи похолодает. 
2. Она склонна к преувеличению своих достижений. 
3. Становясь старше, мы склонны обрастать вещами. 
4. Злоупотребление курением может плохо отразится на голосе. 
5. Очень часто подростки из неблагополучных семей проявляют склонность к самоубийству. 
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Heart disease is one of the commonest 
causes of death. 

  

Bad dreams are fairly common among 
children. 

 
 

 

It's common for new fathers to feel 
jealous of the baby. 

 
 

 

It is common knowledge that travel 
broadens the mind. 

 
 

 

They work together for the common 
good. 

 
 

 
 

He insists that he is a revolutionary not a 
common criminal. 

 
 

 

It was common practice for families to 
attend church together. 

  

What we need now is a common-sense 
approach to education. 

  

I found I had a lot in common with these 
people. 

  

Luckily we all had a common language, 
English, which meant we could 
сommunicate with each other. 

  

Miami has a large Cuban exile 
community. 

  

1. Общеизвестно, что многие обычаи и нравы в прошлом были связаны с определенными 
религиозными праздниками.   

2. Стороны никак не могли найти общего языка. 
3. Хотя она не очень образованна, но ее всегда выручает здравый смысл.   
4. Атомная энергия должна быть использована на общее благо всех народов.   
5. Общеизвестно, что изучение истории и литературы страны способствуют лучшему 

знанию языка.  
6. Этот стиль общения принят в деловых кругах.  
7. В этом виде (животных) распространены строго иерархические отношения. 
8. Нужно прислушаться к голосу разума. 
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The incident was never referred to 
again. 

  

It was a dull job listening to a speaker 
who was constantly referring to his 
notes 

 
 

 

The library has a rich collection of 
reference books. 

 
 

 

The man seemed to have excellent 
references. 

 
 

 

We agreed never to refer to the matter 
again. 

 
 

 
 

He likes to be referred to as 'Doctor 
Khee'. 

 
 

 

1. Во время беседы он часто ссылался на письмо, которое он написал руководству. 
2. Очень скучно читать книгу на языке ради удовольствия, когда все время приходится 

обращаться к словарю. 
3. Читальный зал нашего института располагает прекрасными словарями и справочниками. 
4. В статье есть прямая ссылка на исследование профессора МакНилс из Гарвардского 

университета. 
5. Новая няня предоставила прекрасные рекомендательные письма. 
 

He won't tolerate anyone challenging his 
decisions. 

  

She was always tolerant of the views of 
the others as long as they didn't clash 
with her ownю 

 
 

 

The car was in tolerable working 
condition. 

 
 

 

It's easy to preach tolerance, how about 
practicing it? 

 
 

 

Other factors contributing to a negative 
view of Britain were the royal family, 
violence in Northern Ireland and racial 
intolerance. 

 
 

 
 

The pain had become intolerable.  
 

 

1. С ним невозможно иметь дело – он просто невыносим, кроме того, он нетерпелив к людям и их 
мелким недостаткам. 

2. Условия жизни в этом поселке оказались вполне сносными, и друзья решили остановиться в нем. 
3. Надо научиться терпимо относиться к слабостям других людей. 
4. В своей статье автор отметил тревожные тенденции роста религиозной нетерпимости и 

дискриминации в современном обществе. 
5. Нетерпимость только тогда можно считать положительным качеством, когда она проявляется 

по отношению к негативным явлениям. 
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There is no real reason to say that French 
wines are superior to Italian. 

  

Dealing with superiors at work, 
especially when they're younger than 
you, can be very tricky. 

 
 

 

The company has a reputation for 
superior technology and customer 
loyalty. 

 
 

 

Janet always spoke with an air of 
superiority. 

 
 

 

Machismo is an exaggerated cult of 
virility which expresses itself in male 
assertions of superiority over females, 
and competition between men. 

 
 

 
 

1. Если бы он не был человеком, превосходящим остальных в знаниях, к нему бы не 
обращались за помощью. 

2. Он всегда старался показать свое превосходство над другими, а нас возмущали его 
самоуверенный и высокомерный вид. 

3. Новая методика значительно лучше предыдущей. 
4. Тебе следует обратиться к начальнику за советом. 
5. Никто не подвергает сомнению его превосходство. 
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  ⟹ For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in 

the meaning to the original sentence. Use the Vocabulary. There may be more than one 
variant. 

 
1. Modern technology  leads to easier exchange of  information.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
2. You can make your baby experience the same mood without realizing it. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
3. Most of the time people vote for the party that offers them financial advantages.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
4. What happens in most cases is that the poorest families end up in the slums. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
5. Car theft is an increasingly common crime, and in most cases the offender is under 18. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
6. The candidates that the party selected were on the whole middle-aged, male, and white. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
7. Both these computers have this useful feature.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
8. When it comes to politics my mother and I have the same opinion. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
9. The government says it is acting for the benefit of everyone. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
10. Every politician knows that an election will be called soon.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
11. Apply your mind to the problem solving and make a sensible decision.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
12. He belongs to the Greek group of people in London.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
13. When I said that some people are stupid I wasn't speaking about you. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
14. The clerk has excellent statements about his experience and abilities from former employers.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
15. He won’t allow anything to challenge his decisions.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
16. The working conditions were too poor, they ignored that situation too long.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
17. I hated my work, but had to put up with it as there weren’t many jobs available.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
18. Her loneliness was hard to bear, after her husband died.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
19. I don’t think I can stand sharing an office with Barbara.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
20. She can’t stand being contradicted.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
21. In the past I allowed him to behave impolite towards me.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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  ⟹ Translate the following sentences into Russian. 
 

1. The economy is in worse shape now than it was last year. 
2. An idea was beginning to take shape in his mind. 
3. My daughter says politics is boring, which is a common attitude among teenagers. 
4. The Allies worked to defeat a common enemy. 
5. Although she didn't mention any names, everyone knew who she was referring to. 
6. The article made no reference to previous research on the subject. 
7. We will need references from your former employers. 
8. Ask a teacher to act as one of your references. 
9. I told him I wasn't going to tolerate his drinking any longer. 
10. The apartment is really too small, but it's tolerable for the time being. 
11. The school encourages an attitude of tolerance towards all people. 
12. I think they will tend towards stricter control. 
13. We tend to take technology for granted nowadays. 
14. You have to assert yourself if you want to be promoted. 

 
 

  ⟹ Render the following texts into Englishю 
 

Сейчас уже ни для кого не секрет, что для того, чтобы 
научиться общаться с другим народом, необходимо понять особенности 
его характера. Английский характер является едва ли не самым 
противоречивым и парадоксальным. Этому в немалой степени 
способствовало географическое положение Великобритании. Островное 
положение страны способствовало развитию особого вида гордости, 
гордости островитян, чувства обособленности от других наций. Весь 
остальной мир воспринимается ими как чуждый и все остальные люди 
как чужестранцы. 

Старые традиции и обычаи выполняют в английском обществе 
вполне определенные социальные функции: они призваны внушить 
людям, что все вокруг остается незыблемым и неизменным. 

Многие черты английского характера заслужили всеобщее признание: трудолюбие, чувство 
собственного достоинства, самообладание, мужество. Они прививаются в этой стране с детства. Если с 
англичанином стряслась беда, он не станет хныкать, жаловаться. В быту англичане отнюдь не 
хвастливы, например, они даже прививают себе некое свойство, которое можно объяснить как 
умаление собственных заслуг. Какой-нибудь выдающийся специалист по истории Греции скажет 
студенту первого курса: «Боюсь, что я не особенно силен в деталях распрей между Афинами и Спартой, 
но мне кажется, вы ошибаетесь». 

"Путеводитель для чужаков по Британии" описывает английский характер следующим образом. 
Англичане считают себя воинами, с превосходным самообладанием и выдержкой; патриотами, 
терпимыми к чужакам, любителями общественного порядка, здравого смысла и эксцентричности. 
Остальные считают это лицемерием – никто столь совершенный не смог бы ужиться сам с собой. 

Пожалуй, наибольшим успехом пользуются у англичан розыгрыши. Они варьируются от самых 
примитивных до самых сложных и, порой, требуют немалой затраты энергии, времени, а то и средств.  
В магазинах можно найти самый разнообразные предложения, которые обеспечат вам сумасшедший 
успех. Обжаться на розыгрыши не полагается ни в коем случае. Иначе прослывешь человеком, 
лишенным чувства юмора, а этот «грех» в Англии не прощают. Недаром слово юмор – английского 
происхождения. 
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«Имидж». Этот термин взят из практики 
рекламных агентств. Это понятие означает создание 
идеального (не реального) образа. Когда прямое 
воздействие на психику не дает результатов, 
необходимо обращаться к сфере подсознательного и, 
умело манипулируя эмоциями, тайным тщеславием 
людей, можно вызывать у них искусственное желание 
купить тот или иной товар, ощутить потребность в 
ненужной вещи и т.д. 

Сейчас это уже общепринятая практика, когда 
техника создания «имиджей» используется 
средствами массовой коммуникации и 
организаторами кампаний по пропаганде 

политических деятелей.  
Популяризируя, например, кандидатов на занятие высших постов в государстве, они основное 

внимание уделяют внешности рекламируемых деятелей, их умению одеваться и непринужденно 
держаться перед телевизионной камерой, находчиво отвечать на вопросы корреспондентов. Судьба 
того или иного кандидата нередко решается тем, насколько удачно он выступит перед 
телевизионными камерами, понравится ли его образ широкому зрителю. Неслучаен наблюдаемый в 
последние годы успех в политике профессиональных актеров, умеющих создать хороший образ. 

Все сказанное не означает, однако, что политические деятели не уделяют внимания тому, каким 
внутренним содержанием он будет заполнен. Они стремятся обеспечить себе широкую, 
разностороннюю поддержку, и поэтому формируют свои программы  с учетом самых разных слоев 
населения. 


